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I. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENTS-INTERVENORS 

Respondents-intervenors are Tracy and Eric Dobmeier; Joan and 

Dennis Egan; Linda and Michael McReynolds; Karen and John Taylor; 

Jacqueline Armborst and John W. Russell; and Jane Werntz Ward. All were 

parties to the Court of Appeals case whose March 2, 2020 decision is the 

subject of the Petition for Review. All were intervenors in the Skagit County 

Superior Court case below. With the exception of Jacqueline Armborst and 

John W. Russell, all were also intervenors in the San Juan County Hearing 

Examiner case that was appealed to superior court. 

The respondents-intervenors are owners of property within the Cape 

St. Mary Estates subdivision. The appellant, Cape St. Mary Associates, 

seeks to overturn the holding of the Court of Appeals, which affirms that 

Cape St. Mary Associates must obtain the signatures of all property owners 

in the subdivision in order to vacate or alter a parcel within the subdivision 

known as the Ranch Tract, pursuant to RCW 58.17.212 (“vacation of 

subdivision”) and RCW 58.17.215 (“alteration of subdivision”). The 

respondents-intervenors are some of the owners whose signatures Cape St. 

Mary Associates must obtain. 

II. ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

The appellant frames the issue presented for review in catastrophic 

terms: 
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Can Washington citizens rely on public property records to 
define the lawful use of properties they own or purchase, or 
are they at risk of unrecorded restrictions because 
government officials, decades earlier, wished to impose 
them? 
 
In reality, this case does not raise any such fundamental issue of 

property rights. Instead, this case involves the simple question of whether a 

plat may incorporate restrictions by reference to another document on the 

face of the plat. 

III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Cape St. Mary Estates is a 30-lot subdivision on Lopez Island, San 

Juan County, Washington. Appellant Cape St. Mary Associates owns the 

“Ranch Tract,” the single largest lot in the subdivision. The Ranch Tract is 

an approximately 90-acre lot containing two small residences. Each of the 

next 28 lots is a small lot containing one residence each. The final lot is a 

drainfield, not relevant to this case. 

The plat of Cape St. Mary Estates contains a number of restrictions 

on its face, numbered 1 through 14. Below these is an unnumbered 

restriction that says: 

For further restriction, see the Declaration of Covenants, 
Conditions, Easements, Liens, and Restrictions for Cape St. 
Mary Estates as recorded at Auditor’s File No. 117735, 
records of San Juan County, Washington. 
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CP 42. (The copy of the plat in the record is nearly illegible.  This restriction 

is quoted in the Examiner’s decision.  CP 577 (finding of fact 6).)1  

The document explicitly incorporated into the plat by reference to 

its recording number (AF 117735) is titled: “Declaration of Covenants, 

Conditions, Easements, Liens, and Restrictions for Cape St. Mary Estates” 

(hereinafter “Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions” or “Declaration”). 

That recorded Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions contains a heading, 

“MISCELLANEOUS USE RESTRICTIONS ON THE CAPE ST. MARY 

RANCH TRACT.” (The capitalization is in the original.)  Under that 

heading, restriction number 1 says, “[The Ranch Tract] is to be used 

primarily for agricultural purposes.” CP 93 (excerpt of AF 117735, showing 

restrictions); CP 577 (finding of fact 9). 

The plat has never been amended to remove the reference to the 

Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions in San Juan County record AF 

117735. See CP 577 (finding of fact 10). Accordingly, the Court of Appeals 

held that the record, including the recorded, cross-referenced Declaration’s 

restriction of the Ranch Tract to agricultural purposes, applies to the plat. 

Decision at 8.  

 
1  For the court’s convenience, the plat restrictions are attached to this brief 

as Appendix A (as they were to the petitioner’s opening brief filed in the court of appeals). 
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Under RCW 58.17.212 and 215, if a plat is subject to restrictive 

covenants which were filed at the time of the approval of the subdivision, 

and the application for alteration or vacation of the subdivision would result 

in the violation of a covenant, the application shall contain an agreement 

signed by all parties subject to the covenants agreeing to the subdivision or 

alteration.  Therefore, the Court concluded, under RCW 58.17.212 and 215, 

any application to vacate or alter the Ranch Tract must include the 

signatures of all parties in the subdivision providing that the parties agree 

to the vacation or alteration. Decision at 15. 

This was also the conclusion of the Skagit County Superior Court, 

the San Juan County Hearing Examiner, and the San Juan County land use 

permitting staff who first issued a land use code interpretation at the request 

of Cape St. Mary Associates. See CP 572–596 (hearing examiner); 597–598 

(superior court); 27–41 (permitting staff code interpretation). 

In its petition for review, Cape St. Mary Associates claims there is 

no way an innocent landowner, reviewing the face of the plat, could 

determine that the restrictions in AF 117735 apply to the subdivision. See, 

e.g., Pet. for Rev. at 1 (“…[landowners] at risk of unrecorded restrictions 

because government officials, decades earlier, wished to impose them”). 

In reality, there is no confusion about the restrictions that apply to 

the Ranch Tract. The face of the plat has always directed the reader to a 
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recorded document (AF 117735 – the Declaration of Covenants and 

Restrictions) “for further restrictions.” Within the Declaration of Covenants 

and Restrictions, the restriction of the Ranch Tract to agricultural purposes 

is listed under a large, all-capitalized heading of “MISCELLANEOUS USE 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE CAPE ST. MARY RANCH TRACT.” CP 93. 

There is no danger of confusion here, even for a reader unfamiliar with the 

plat. All the reader of the plat must do is consult the document explicitly 

cross-referenced with a specific recording number on the face of the plat as 

a source of further restrictions. 

Even more remote is the possibility that Cape St. Mary Associates 

(the appellant) was confused about the restriction, because Stuart and Ilse 

Oles (identified as members of Cape St. Mary Associates at CP 16) were 

among the parties that applied for the plat and also among the parties that 

recorded the agricultural use restriction in the Declaration of Covenants and 

Restrictions. Compare CP 77 (signatories of plat) with CP 98 (signatories 

of Declaration). In fact, all of the signatories of the Declaration were also 

signatories of the plat. Id. 

As the hearing examiner noted, Cape St. Mary Associates did not 

willingly restrict the Ranch Tract to agricultural use. They were compelled 

to do so when the County informed them that the proposed subdivision 

would only be approved if the 90-acre Ranch Tract were included in the 
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subdivision to lower the overall density of the subdivision. See CP 579 

(hearing examiner findings of facts 14 and 15). To effectuate the goal of 

reducing the subdivision’s density, the County insisted that the Ranch Tract 

be restricted to “agricultural use, not residential.” See CP 584–588 (findings 

30–50). Cape St. Mary Associates was unhappy with the County’s 

requirement but ultimately acceded to it. See CP 587 (finding 43). Thus, any 

purported confusion on the part of Cape St. Mary Associates about the 

meaning and purpose of the use restriction in AF 117735 is only a fiction. 

In the decades since the plat was recorded, Cape St. Mary Associates 

never sought to remove the reference to AF 117735 from the face of the plat. 

Instead, in 1985, four years after the plat was recorded (with the reference 

on its face to the Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions in AF 117735), 

Cape St. Mary Associates recorded a new, amended set of covenants for the 

subdivision. In these amended covenants, the restriction on the Ranch Tract 

was changed from “primarily agricultural” to “The Tract is to be used for 

agricultural or residential purposes.” See CP 593 (finding 72); CP 248–269 

(amended covenant) at CP 262 ("Miscellaneous Use Restrictions on the 

Cape St. Mary Ranch Tract"). Those amended restrictions were recorded 

under a different auditor’s file number, AF 85135021.  See CP 577, 593 

(findings 10 and 72); CP 255 (amended covenant AF 85135021).  However, 

as the hearing examiner noted, the plat was never amended. CP 577 (finding 
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of fact 10). The plat has always referenced AF 117735 and no other 

document. The amended covenants are not referenced or mentioned on the 

plat. 

The Court of Appeals (and every other tribunal that has reviewed 

this case) concluded that the plat unambiguously incorporates AF 117735 

by reference on the face of the plat and that such incorporation by reference 

was valid: 

“The common law doctrine of incorporation by reference has 
general usage in civil law and is recognized in Washington.”  
The doctrine applies to government decisions when a public 
document “is adequately identified ‘so that there is no 
uncertainty as to what was adopted.’” 2 
 
The plat explicitly identifies a specific document, recorded 
CC&Rs, as the source of additional applicable restrictions. 
This language is not uncertain. It is specific rather than 
general boilerplate language referring to external covenants 
and restrictions. 
 

Decision at 9–10. 
 
The Court of Appeals was aware of the private covenant amendment 

in 1985 that changed the restriction to “agricultural or residential purposes.” 

But the Court of Appeals noted that this amendment of the private covenants 

 
2  Citing, inter alia, State v. Ferro, 64 Wn. App. 195, 198, 823 P.2d 526 

(1992); Scott Paper Co. v. City of Anacortes, 90 Wn.2d 19, 31, 578 P.2d 1292 (1978); 
Wash. State Major League Baseball Stadium Pub. Facilities Dist. v. Huber, Hunt & 
Nichols-Kiewit Constr. Co., 176 Wn.2d 502, 517, 296 P.3d 821 (2013); Satomi Owners 
Ass’n v. Satomi, LLC, 167 Wn.2d 781, 801, 225 P.3d 213 (2009). 
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did not amend the plat’s reference to AR 117735 (the original Declaration). 

Decision at 4. 

Because the plat to this day includes, on its face, an unambiguous 

incorporation of AF 117735, the Court of Appeals concluded that, under 

RCW 58.17.170(3)(b), the subdivision is “governed by the terms of 

approval of the final plat,” which includes the restriction on the Ranch Tract 

in the original Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions recorded at AF 

117735. Decision at 13–14. 

The Court of Appeals also concluded that any attempt to vacate or 

alter the Ranch Tract would violate the restriction in the original Declaration, 

which requires inclusion of the Ranch Tract in the subdivision, not the 

removal of the Ranch Tract or the reduction of the Ranch Tract into smaller 

tracts. Therefore, under RCW 58.17.212 and 215, any application to vacate 

or alter the Ranch Tract requires the agreement signed by all members of 

the subdivision. Decision at 15-16. 

The Court of Appeals correctly recognized that Cape St. Mary 

Associates’ appeal is actually an “indirect attack on incorporation by 

reference, an issue we have resolved.” See Decision at 14. The Decision 

correctly rejected the overwrought contention that “Washington property 

rights will be thrown into confusion” if purchasers must look to the face of 

their plats to discover use restrictions. Id. This is the same contention Cape 
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St. Mary Associates makes in its Petition for Review; this Court should 

reject it as well. 

IV. ARGUMENT FOR WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE DENIED 

Cape St. Mary Associates asks this Court to decide whether the 

Court of Appeals’ decision is: 

contrary to multiple decisions of the Washington Supreme 
Court and it raises a critical issue for property owners and 
purchasers across the state: can they rely on public property 
records to state the lawful uses of property, or are they 
subject to the unrecorded and unilateral wishes of long-gone 
officials?  
 

Petition at 2. 
 
In reality, the Court of Appeals’ decision does not conflict with any 

Supreme Court decision or any other source of law. It is a straightforward 

application of the doctrine of incorporation by reference, which has been 

upheld by the Supreme Court many times in many contexts, as cited above. 

Likewise, this case does not present any issue of substantial public 

interest. As the hearing examiner noted, “Some plats contain [conditions, 

covenants, and restrictions]. Many do not.” CP 583 (finding 28). The plat 

of Cape St. Mary Estates happens to be a plat that does include restrictions, 

which were put there at the County’s insistence. But the details of this 

particular plat, and how its restrictions came to be imposed, are of interest 

to no one other than the members of the subdivision and the County. As the 
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hearing examiner noted, while it might have been easier “if each and every 

word of a particular condition or restriction was written on the face of the 

plat document itself,” there was nothing ambiguous about the restrictions 

that apply to this plat through its incorporation by reference of AF 117735. 

See CP 582–583 (findings 19–26). Nothing in the details of the Cape St. 

Mary Estates plat implicates the public interest. 

Cape St. Mary Associates claims the Court of Appeals decision 

violates the holding in Roeder Co. v. Burlington N., Inc., 105 Wn.2d 269, 

273, 714 P.2d 1170 (1986) that, in construing a plat, the intention of the 

dedicator controls. On the contrary, the Court of Appeals both cited and 

correctly applied this rule. As the Court of Appeals explained, the restriction 

on the Ranch Tract was incorporated to reduce the subdivision’s density. 

The intent to reduce density is the intent that controls. The Court correctly 

determined that the agricultural use restriction in Declaration of Covenants 

and Restrictions is aimed at reducing density. 

Cape St. Mary Associates appears to be arguing that the density 

reduction was only the County’s intent, not also their intent as dedicators of 

the plat. This argument is false. While Cape St. Mary Associates was not 

happy at being forced to include the Ranch Tract to reduce density, it 

ultimately acceded to the County’s demands and agreed to reduce the 

subdivision’s density. See, e.g., Opening Brief of Appellant (Mar. 25, 2019) 
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at 1 (the “owners of the Ranch Tract agreed to add [Ranch Tract] to [Cape 

St. Mary Estates] under certain defined conditions”). To effectuate that 

purpose, it was Cape St. Mary Associates which restricted the Ranch Tract 

by recording AF 117735. Had it not done so, it would not have obtained 

approval for the subdivision at all, as it admitted. See CP 586–587 (findings 

41–43). Thus, the intent of the dedicator was to obtain plat approval by 

reducing density by incorporating AF 117735 onto the face of the plat. The 

dedicator’s “hurt feelings and disappointment” at having to include the 

Ranch Tract in the subdivision (see CP 581, finding 18) are not relevant to 

the question of the dedicator’s intent, which was to reduce density, however 

unhappy about it the dedicator may have been. 

Cape St. Mary Associates also claims the Court of Appeals decision 

violates the holding in Hollis v. Garwall, Inc., 137 Wn.2d 683, 695, 974 

P.2d 836 (1999) that the permissible use of extrinsic evidence does not 

include evidence that would show an intention independent of the 

instrument. This is the so-called “context rule,” as articulated in Berg v. 

Hudesman, 115 Wn.2d 657, 667, 801 P.2d 222 (1990) (and cited in Hollis 

as applicable in the context of covenants): 

Determination of the intent of the contracting parties is to be 
accomplished by viewing the contract as a whole, the subject 
matter and objective of the contract, all the circumstances 
surrounding the making of the contract, the subsequent acts 
and conduct of the parties to the contract, and the 
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reasonableness of respective interpretations advocated by 
the parties. 
 
But the Court of Appeals did not use extrinsic evidence to find any 

intent contrary to the plat. The plat itself contained a reference to AF 117735 

as a source of “further restrictions.” The Court of Appeals correctly 

recognized that the Examiner first found that the plat unambiguously 

incorporated AF 117735 by reference and then noted that, even “if the plat 

was ambiguous, a consideration of the extrinsic evidence presented by the 

parties would produce the same result.”  Decision at 11.   

Finally, Cape St. Mary Associates claims the reference to AF 117735 

was nothing more than a general warning that private covenants existed, not 

an additional source of restrictions on the plat. In support, Cape St. Mary 

Associates cites Shaffer v. Board of Trustees of Sandy Hook Yacht Club 

Estates, Inc., 76 Wn. App. 267, 274, 883 P.2d 1387 (1994). However, 

Shaffer is not a blanket holding that restrictions or covenants can never be 

adopted by the plat’s explicit reference to a specific document. The plat in 

Shaffer contained only a bare warning that private covenants existed to 

which buyers would be subject. The plat did not purport to incorporate other 

covenants by reference.  In contrast, the Cape St. Mary Estates plat 

explicitly and unambiguously incorporated by reference a specific set of 
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restrictions, identified by a specific recording number, as a source of 

“further restrictions.” 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Court of Appeals reached the correct decision in finding that the 

plat of Cape St. Mary Estates incorporates by reference the restrictions in 

AF 117735, including the restriction that the Ranch Tract be used for 

agricultural purposes. The Court’s decision does not conflict with Supreme 

Court precedent or any other source of law. On the contrary, the decision is 

firmly grounded in case law. This case does not present an issue of 

substantial public interest, but only the interpretation of one specific plat’s 

restrictions. Therefore, this Court should deny review. 

 Dated this 14th day of April, 2020. 
 
    Respectfully submitted, 
 
    BRICKLIN & NEWMAN, LLP 
 
 
 
 
    By: ______________________________ 
     David A. Bricklin, WSBA # 7583 
     Alexander A. Sidles, WSBA # 52832 
     Attorneys for Respondents- 
     Intervenors Dobmeier et al.  
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RESTRICTIONS 
1. If • pd.vate deed nstdctiona .-e in c:aaflict vlth the nat:rictlana llhic:h. appear .on the f.am 

af this plat,. the m reat:ric:tiw ~ · Bhll11 pw:n. lb,avs. tba caunt.y aba1l not be parw· to any private·~- • 

2. '1ii.s sublivision baa been ~ by the resp:maib1e 0:Junty officials en the premise that Iota 
1 thm 29 will be OOQJ()ied by mm than ane sjn,Jl.e-fmily dwelling an:! nlatal mt:blildin:Ja, 
HD lot ahall be ot!mwi8e occupied er div.lda! unleea the lot owner can first: dmalatrate to the 
camt.y•a satisfactuJn that the pcc:wiaicns far water auwJ.y, sewage 4ispaaa1., c:irmlat.iA:n, lot aue atd relata3. pl.anninJ mmideraticms am ar:lequat.e to serve the pi:cp:ard uae. 0cql1im with 
this pz:ovisicn shall be effect:ai t.hz:augb wri.tt:en ,wlicaticn to the Plat: Wniat:ratar 111110 ahall 
be ,:espmmJ.ble far oc:icmlinatinJ am apprcMDJ the nviaf of Bid\ requests. 

3. All at:mctmes alall be aet back a ad.JWIID of meaty (20) feet fraD tlle mge of any private 
ritJ!=~-way, am a mbdllUD of fifty (SO) feet: fmn tbe centerline of any pmlic righ~f-way. 

•• lots in this aubliviaia\ shall mt be further divided, incl.llliDJ divisicn by short platt:inlJ, 
accept in accordance with camty am state 1aMB pertaining to replat:tinq, proridinJ IIIICh 
divisicn of pz:opertf is a:msist:ent with the Shcreline Master ~ and all other 
official lal'ld use ~tkms. Umer 8rl:/ replat lihi.ch further divides art/ lot, the plat z:oad(s) 

-aball be a:msa:uctal to c:aply with the eunent:ly aaq,ta! minimn atmdm.-ds an4 specificatians 
£or sublivisicn mada 1 anl, such ncanatzucticn ahaU begin a1: the point of ccmnacticn with the 
_camty am ~ nm to am caapletel.y serve that area zeplattai. 

s. flJe lot owners ahall hae joint respamdbility far the maintenanoe of the rca:l lhcwn an the face 
of the plat: as ELIZA DRIVE, ~ of the bl) access road. easarents listed in the decli
caticn shall be the responsibility of tbe amera of lots arvaS by· said easments. 

6. '1be armers af IDts 7 thmls.lb 14 ldl1 have the reapcmsibility of q,eratin;J ml maintaininJ a 
llelBCJe collectial systan am dminfield in I.ots 20 am 21, or such other location as fOlJI/ be 
deteanined satisfactazy an:l acceptable to the ~ pJblic health officials. 

7. water will be suwJiea by the cape St. MKy Water Company In accordance with tho terms ond conditions 
of the water rights agreement aa recorded at Auditor's File No. II 77,3 'f: 

a. BJildiRJ setback line: All residences am other stzuctuws aha1l be lrmtm up1aa1 of tba · 
bdldi D:J setback line as sl1afti m the face of tie plat. 

t. MxrinJ St:zuct:w:ea: All awlimtiana for m:x,rillJ sta:uctmes in th1a aub:liviab ahal.l. be u,
. ject to the p:arisicns of the Comty' a Sla:elim Master Pwgxaan. 

10. R> cutti.n:J of tz:ees ~ fer safet.y zeaaczs shall be al 1CM!d within the 30-fcot: wide strip of 
land atut:tinJ Speny Rr:m (o:unty bid Ho. 121) in lots l am 29 as shown m the face af the 
plat. 

:q.. No ~ shall be allaed acz08S the ~foot wide strip of 1an1 amttinJ apeny am (Q:lunt.y 
1"lac1. NO. 121) in IDts l ard 29 as ah0wn cm the face of the plat. 

12. Tree nstricticn: No trees with a tz:unk cliaaet:er greater than 18 inches at breaat height ahall 
be am,ver:1 mtween the miJding line aid alm:eUm. 'lhim1nJ am tx,g,iJIJ is all,.,.,, mly llhen 
neceaaaxy tD enhance th! vial. 

13. No b,:ildiiq, cl.earing ani const.r:uct1on in gerera1 will be allawal fxan Jamazy 15 to July 1 of 
each year bebam the 330 faot and 660 foot radius lJrm m:amd the Fa:Jle'a Nest as B1Dffl en 
the face of the plat, am m hrlldiDJ or clearin:J will be allCMBd within the 33D-faot adiu9 
lire at ID/ time. 

14. '!'he awners of Cap! st. Miu:y' Ranch tract shall be z:estrict:a:1 fJ:an cxmst:mct:in:J, maintaininJ er 
allawiffJ to be amstructed or maintained within 100 feet of the "8ll, as ahcwn an the face of 
the plat ,my of the fol.l.clwinJ: cesspools, &all81:B, privies, sept.le tanks, drainfields, maJIJEe 
piles, gamage of ,my Jd.nd or descriptian, barns, ch.idcen lxluses, rabbit bitches, p!gpens, or 
otmr en::l0sures or atruct:ues for the keeping or ~ of fowls or anmala, or storage 
ar use of liquid ar cky c:hanical.s, hm:bicides, or iDsecticides, as 1an:J as said lllell is q:er-

. at.eel to p:ovide water far public er private water consmpticn. 
9l. The Easter1, lot lines of Lots 18 Oftd l9 shall be fenced within lil months of final approval of this ptat. 

Par further ieatrict:iona, see the Declaratlm1 of ~. 0caliticns, Basemem:a. Liens, am 
Restrict1rm fare.ape St. Mu:y Bat.at.es as xec mea at Au:Jitm:•s Pile R>- /t273:S , zea:mJs 
of. San .:Jlan camty, 11aabinJtat. 
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